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We use an effective Lagrangian to study the multibody massless neutrino exchange inside a finite neutron
star. Following Schwinger, we show how the total interaction energy density is computed by comparing the
values of the zero-point energy of the neutrino sea with and without the star. Here we extend a previous
one-dimensional toy computation by using a three-dimensional spherical model of the star. We find that there
is a nonvanishing of the zero-point energy density difference between the inside and the outside due to the
refraction index at the stellar boundary and the resulting nonpenetrating waves. This effect is shown analyti-
cally and numerically to be the dominant one and to lead to an infrared-safe total energy density, thus
confirming that there is no need for the neutrino to be massive. Altogether, the energy due to neutrino exchange
is of the order of 1028210213 GeV per neutron, i.e., negligible with respect to the neutron mass density.
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The massless neutrino exchange interaction between
trons, protons, etc., is a long-range force@1–3#. In a previous
work @4#, the long-range interaction effects on the stability
a neutron star due to multibody exchange of massless
trinos were studied. We have shown that the total effec
the many-body forces of this type results in an infrared w
behaved contribution to the energy density of the star
that it is negligible with respect to the star mass density. T
is in agreement with two recent nonperturbative calculati
done by Kachelriess@5# and by Kiers and Tytgat@6#.
This work is in contradiction with the repeated claim b
Fischbach@7# that, unless the neutrino is massive, neutr
exchange renders a neutron star unstable, as the induced
energy exceeds the mass of the star because of the inf
effects associated with neutrino exchange between fou
more neutrons. In our opinion, the latter ‘‘catastrophic’’ r
sult is a consequence of summing up large infrared term
perturbation outside the radius of convergence of the per
bative series. The nonperturbative use of an effective
grangian immediately gives the result without recourse to
perturbative series, and the result is small.
Smirnov and Vissani@8#, following the same method as i
Ref. @7#, summing up multibody exchange contributions o
der by order, showed that the two-body contribution
damped by the blocking effect of the neutrino sea@9#. They
guessed that this damping would apply to many-body con
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butions, and hence would reduce the catastrophic ef
claimed by Fischbach. In our previous work@4#, we also
considered the effect of the neutrino sea inside the neu
star. This effect was introduced in our nonperturbative c
culation by using Feynman propagators of neutrinos insid
dense medium, which incorporate the condensate term.
noticed that this condensate is present, but in our opinion
not the most important of the effects that neutralize the ca
strophic effect expected by Fischbach, since it only bring
tiny change to the nonperturbatively summed interaction
ergy, leaving unchanged our conclusion that the weak s
energy is infrared safe.
We have also stressed in Ref.@4# that the neutrino con-
densate was related to the existence of a stellar bound1
This was demonstrated in the~111!-dimensional star in Ref.
@10#: the blocking effect, which implies the stimulated a
sorption of the neutrinos inside the star while the antineu
nos are repelled from it, is a natural consequence of
existence of a boundary. Indeed a proper treatment of
effect of the boundary automatically incorporates the c
densate contribution as a consequence of the approp
boundary conditions for the neutrino Feynman propaga
inside the star.
Since our treatment directly incorporates the neutrino
effect and, on the other hand, since we stick to our strat
1At this point, we should call the reader’s attention to a min
mistake that was made in the previous calculation@4#: a pole was
forgotten in the calculation of the weak self-energy, and its con
bution is exactly annihilated by the condensate’s, as shown in
@10#. The computation of the self-energy gives zero when the f









































































A. ABADA, O. PÈNE, AND J. RODRI´GUEZ-QUINTERO PHYSICAL REVIEW D58 073001of directly computing the total neutrino interaction energy
using an effective Lagrangian, we have in a sense thus
eralized the result of Smirnov and Vissani@8# because our
result holds in a nonperturbative way and accounts for all
n-body contributions, while theirs holds for two-body co
tributions only.
It has been stated@11# that in our study@4# we worked in
an approximation where we neglected the boundary of
neutron star. Our belief is that this simplifying hypothes
does not change the fundamental result that the total effe
the multiple neutrino exchange to the energy density of
star is not infrared divergent.
Indeed, in Ref.@10# we have proved that, in 111 dimen-
sionswith boundaries, the result of Ref.@4# for the infinite
star without boundariesis kept unchanged: the net intera
tion energy due to long-range neutrino exchange is exa
zero. This result was obtained by computing Feynm
vacuum loops with neutrino propagators derived from
effective Lagrangian, which incorporates the neutron inter
tion. The latter propagators are not translational invaria
because of the star boundaries. We have found a physic
simple explanation for the vanishing of the net interact
energy. It relies on the fact that the negative energy state
the presence of the star and without the star, are in a one
one correspondence and have exactly the same energy
sity. This results in a zero point energy that is the same w
and without the star, for any density profile of the star.
The main goal of the present work is to follow on takin
into account the finite-size and stellar boundary effects. T
two main conclusions of Ref.@10# are useful for the~311!-
dimensional star:~i! the natural connection between the ne
trino sea and the stellar boundary;~ii ! the correct definition
of the zero-energy level of the Dirac sea.
From Ref.@10#, we know that the zero-energy level of th
Dirac sea has to be adjusted by comparing the asymp
behavior of the wave functions far outside the star with
free solutions in the absence of the star. From there,
know the correcti e prescription, which has to be imposed
the propagators of the neutrinos in the presence of the
we could in principle compute the closed loops to get
vacuum energy density. However, this approach is tec
cally very difficult. A simpler method, the derivation o
which is recalled in Sec. II, is to simply add the ener
density of the negative energy solutions in the presenc
the star, minus the same in the absence of the star.
The vanishing of the neutrino exchange energy densit
the star, found in the case of an infinite star@4# and in 1 1
dimensions@10#, which will be summarized in Sec. III, is no
valid in 311 dimensions. The main reason for that will b
illustrated in Sec. IV by zooming to the stellar bounda
effect, i.e., considering a plane boundary in 311 dimensions.
There is a nontrivial refraction index that modifies the wa
energy densities as they penetrate the star. Some wave
forbidden to penetrate and this yields the dominant contri
tion.
In Sec. V, we perform analytical and numerical calcu
tions, which take into account the curvature of the ste
boundary and use a spherical star with a sharp boundary































neutrino energy density in the star, and demonstrate num
cally the validity of this approximation. This implies tha
indeed the neutrino-induced energy density in the star d
not vanish and is dominantly explained by the abovem
tioned stellar boundary effect.
In any case, these nonvanishing neutrino exchange en
densities are all perfectly regular in the infrared and do
present any resemblance to Fischbach’s effect. On the o
hand they are ultraviolet singular. This is not unexpec
since anyhow our effective Lagrangian is only valid belo
some energy scale where the neutrons may be consider
rest. In Sec. VI, we also discuss in some detail the effec
decoherence for distances larger than the neutrino mean
path, which smoothes down the ultraviolet singularity. W
conclude that the stability of compact and dense objects s
as white dwarfs, neutron stars, etc., are not affected by
neutrino exchange, even if neutrinos are massless.
II. GENERAL FORMALISM
In our calculations, we assume that the material of
neutron star is made exclusively of neutrons, among wh
neutrinos are exchanged. The density-dependent correc
to the neutrino self-energy result, at leading order, from
evaluation ofZ0-exchange diagrams between the neutr
and the neutrons in the medium, with theZ0 propagator
evaluated at zero momentum. The vacuum ener
momentum relation for massless fermionsE5uqW u, whereE
is the energy anduqW u the magnitude of the momentum vecto
does not hold in a medium@12#. In our case, following Refs.
@13# and@10#, they can be summarized by the following di
persion relations:
En5q05uqW u1b for uqW u.ubu,
En̄52q05H uqW u2b ;uqW u,







In this paper we will use a star radius of
R.10 km, whence bR.21012. ~3!
In Eq. ~1!, b summarizes the zero-momentum transfer int
action of a massless neutrino with any number of neutr
present in the media. Sensibly enough, it depends on








































FINITE-SIZE EFFECTS ON MULTIBODY NEUTRINO . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D58 073001simplicity. When a neutrino sea is present@9#,2 the neutrino
condensate does not sensibly modify the value ofb @5#.
In the approximation where the neutrons are static, in
sense that they do not feel the recoil from the scattering
the neutrinos, we can study the neutrino exchange thro
the following effective Lagrangian as done in Ref.@4#:
Leff5 i n̄]”n~r !2bn̄g0nu~R2r !, ~4!
whereR is the radius of the neutron star.
The dispersion relations in Eq.~1! show a displacement o
the energy levels for the different modes, a negative shift
neutrinos, and a positive one for antineutrinos; the Dirac
level is displaced. If the neutron star occupies the wh
Universe, it would just mean a change of variables, with
physical consequence. The finite size of the star change
picture. Notice thatb acts as the depth of a potential well,
will be considered in Sec. V. It is repulsive for antineutrin
and attractive for neutrinos, which then condense.
A traditional way to estimate the energy induced by ne
trino exchange is to compute first the exchange poten
involving 2, 3, 4, . . . , neutrons and then add their contr
butions integrated over the neutron positions in the star. T
is the way chosen by Fishbachet al. @7# to compute the weak
self-energy. The drawbacks of this method are the followi
~i! The calculation turns out to be so difficult that ma
approximations are necessary;~ii ! it assumes implicitly that
every neutron may interact only once with neutrinos;~iii ! the
resulting interaction energy increases with the numbern of
neutrons involved grossly as (bR)n.1012n and eventually
becomes very large. In factit would go to infinity if these
authors did not stop whenn equals the number of neutrons
the star, as a consequence of the abovementioned unjus
assumption that a given neutron cannot interact more t
once. The large parameterbR @Eq. ~3!# reflects the infrared-
sensible behavior of each term in the series. The main p
lem of this approach is that the summation is done outs
the radius of convergence of the perturbative series, lea
to an unacceptably huge result@7#. In Ref. @4#, we used in-
stead a simpler and more direct method, which is nonper
bative and based on an effective action. This method d
not involve uncontrollable approximations, it does incorp
rate automatically multiple interactions of one same neutr
and finally it leads to a totally reasonable result. This meth
was also followed in recent works, Refs.@5# and @6#. In this
approach, we insist that there is no extra assumption adde
the problem.






where^En& is the average neutrino energy of the medium, defined in its
frame, andnn the neutrino density (nn;4310
223 fm23). nn is much
smaller thannn as can be understood from the fact thatnn is a weak inter-























In our work, we use the Schwinger tools@14# in order to
compute the density of weak interaction energyw(xW ) due to
the multibody neutrino exchange. It is given by the diffe
ence between the energy density for a neutrino propaga
in the ‘‘vacuum’’ defined by the neutron staru0̂& and the
corresponding one for the real matter-free vacuumu0&:
w~xW ![^0̂uH~xW !u0̂&2^0uH0~xW !u0&, ~5!
whereH(xW ) andH0(xW ) are the Hamiltonian densities of fre
and interacting neutrinos. Concretely, to compute this w







The right-hand side does not depend onx0 from time-
translational invariance. In diagrammatic formulation, t
formal Eq.~6! corresponds to the computation of the diffe




j z ,l , . . .
E dEn6








† ~yW !e2 iEn2~x
02y0!,
~7!
where En2 (En1) is the negative~positive! energy of the
eigenstateHCn65En6Cn6, w(x








where ~0! refers to the matter-free vacuum and where
have taken the limity0→x0 with y0.x0. Taking the average
of the limitsy0→x0 with y0.x0 andy0→x0 with y0,x0, as
done in Ref.@6#, would lead to
st
FIG. 1. Schematic representation ofw, Eq. ~6!. The simple and
double lines represent the neutrino propagator, in the matter-

































































The states are normalized in such a way that the two de
ties of statesr(E), with and without the star~free case!,
coincide in the asymptotic regionuxW u→` so that
w(uxW u→`)50.
For later use let us just remind the reader that the sa















The result ~8! is obtained from Eq.~10! by integrating
2q0 SF(xW ,yW ,q
0)/(2p) on the complexq0 plane, by closing
the contour on the upper half. Obviously an appropri
choice for thei e convention is crucial here, as discussed
length in Ref.@10#. It is also clear that formula~8! leads to
much simpler calculations than the direct calculation of
loop in Eq.~6!.
Obtaining the weak self-energy of the finite neutron sta
equivalent to calculating the neutrino propagation in a ba
ground of neutron fields density with a stellar boundary. W
did that analytically in 1 1 dimensions with a sharp bound
ary, and in 311 dimensions with a flat boundary. The sphe
cal symmetry has been studied both analytically and num
cally.
III. THE TOY EXAMPLE OF „111… DIMENSIONS
Working directly with Eq. ~6! requires an interacting
Feynman propagator that takes the existence of a boun
into account. Doing this in~311! dimensions is a big task.
It is feasible and theoretically fruitful to perform the an
lytical calculation of Eq.~6! in ~111! dimensions as a toy
model. The knowledge extracted from that study will help
face the 311 realistic case by using the general formalis
anticipated in Sec. II. We will now summarize the~111!-
dimensional results presented in more detail in Ref.@10#.
The ~111!-dimensional toy model is presented in Re
@10#. We will summarize the computation and the result
order to extract useful information for the more realistic ca
We consider 1 1 massless fermion Feynman propagat
in a space with two regions separated by a boundary.
two regions, inside and outside the star, have different
mion dispersion relations, as seen in Eq.~1!.
















cated atz50 and use an effective neutrino Lagrangia
which summarizes the interaction with the neutrons@15#:
Leff5 i n̄~z!]”n~z!2bu~z!n̄~z!g0n~z!, ~11!
whereb is given by Eq.~2!. The details of the computation
of the interacting propagator can be found in Ref.@10#. In






















































0g1. The signs re-
sults from the appropriate Feynman boundary conditions
from the right choice of the zero energy level. It gives
adequatetime convention. We should emphasize that th
propagator~13! is infrared safe, all theq” ’s in the denomina-
tors being regularized by Feynman’s prescription for the d
tribution of the propagator poles in the complex-q0 plane
@10#.









In Ref. @10#, we have demonstrated that the main contrib
tion to the weak self-energy comes from the first term of
propagator~13!. We thus identified the expression given
Eq. ~15! with the one for the effective propagator, whic
takes into account the ‘‘bulk’’ of the neutron star. As a ma
ter of fact, the effective propagator for the infinite star@4#
coincides with the propagator~15!, except for the time con-
vention introduced by the proper boundary conditions,
sponsible for the second term in the right-hand side~RHS! of
Eq. ~15!. This term is nothing else than the condensate c
tribution, i.e., the Pauli blocking effect of the neutrino
trapped into the star by the attractive potential. In Refs.@4#
and @8#, the same condensate term in the RHS was in
duced by hand. Equations~14! and ~15! give a confirmation
of the idea proposed in Refs.@4# and@15#: the condensate is
a consequence of the existence of a stellar boundary.
The condensate is physically understandable. As we h


































































FINITE-SIZE EFFECTS ON MULTIBODY NEUTRINO . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D58 073001~to the left!, and as our states extend over all space, far ins
the star~to the right!, the level corresponds to filling a Ferm
sea above the bottom of the potentialb,q0,0. This obvi-
ously induces a Pauli blocking effect and Eq.~1! anticipates
this result: ubu is a lower bound for the momentum of th
positive-q0 states.
Now, with the computation of the propagator, it is easy
calculate the weak self-energy densityw(z) for this ~111!-
dimensional star by following Eq.~6!. Some details abou
this rather cumbersome calculation may be found in R
@10#. It is worth while emphasizing that the vanishing res
~16! for the stellar boundary contribution requires the chan
in the order of integration in the momentum space over
variablesq0 , qz
i and qz
f . The latter is only possible in the
framework of an implicit ultraviolet regularization schem
As a matter of fact, the choice of a certain order of integ
tion over the variables is an ultraviolet regularizati
method. By integrating over the momenta we found that t
difference vanishes exactly:
w~z!50. ~16!
This vanishing interaction energy in~111! dimensions has a
simple physical explanation: the presence of the bound
does not disturb the wave functions~up to a phase!. There is
a one-to-one correspondence of the negative-energy stat
the two mediaz,0 andz.0, and by interchanging the sum
and integral as an ultraviolet regularization procedure, e
term in Eq. ~8! vanishes exactly. In other words, massle
propagating neutrinos are not reflected by the stellar bou
ary of a 1 1 star, and the probability density is not affect
by the boundary either. The use of Eq.~8! allows a trivial
generalization of the vanishing result~16! in ~111! dimen-
sions to more complicated structures, for example a star w
two sharp boundaries or, still better, to a continuously va
ing neutron density, as long as the density vanishes asy
totically outside the star.
IV. FLAT STELLAR BOUNDARY IN „311… DIMENSIONS
The computation of the neutrino loops~Fig. 1! in the ~3
11!-dimensional case, with a finite star, as was done in
preceding section for~111! dimensions, is technically rathe
difficult, if only because the neutrino propagators are
simple. In the preceding section we have seen that the us
Eq. ~8! simplified the calculation a lot, reducing it practical
to triviality in the latter case. We will therefore stick to it i
the 311 case.
We might have faced the~311!-dimensional problem
analytically with interacting propagators and the approa
that led to Eq.~6!, by using a simplifying assumption: th
influence of the stellar boundary can be reasonably negle
if the weak energy density is computed far inside the s
This amounts to considering a star large enough for the c
tribution of thebulk effective propagator~15! to be the main
one. In other words, it would amount to assumingan infinite
star but taking into account the existence of a matter-f
vacuum infinitely far from the star center. This matter-fr
























quently the adequate time convention for the effective pro
gator @10#.
The latter calculation for the infinite star has indeed
ready been performed in our previous work@4#. There,w(xW )
was computed using the Schwinger–Dyson expansion of
~16! in @4# and the Pauli-Villars procedure as a means
regularization. As already noted in the introduction and
Ref. @10#, a pole (q05uqW u1b, in the caseuqW u,b) has been
forgotten ~see Fig. 1 in@10#! in the analytic continuation,
which led to a wrong non-null result forw(xW ) when the
neutrino condensate effect was added by hand. This h
pened because we did not use thei e prescription correctly: it
had to be imposed in the propagators; this was already
rected in Ref.@10#. Taking into account the results from
Refs.@4# and@10#, we can conclude that the weak self-ener
is null for an infinite stationary star. It should be repeat
that following the correcti e prescription, when using propa
gators, is equivalent to taking the zero energy level for
states by matching to the free states far outside the star
course the definition of the zero energy level is essen
when using Eq.~8!, as we shall now do.
The null result for the~311!-dimensional infinite star is a
consequence of neglecting the existence of boundary effe
Now, before focusing on the spherical problem and in or
to estimate the boundary effect, we concentrate on the g
metrically easier problem of matter-free and neutron va
separated by a flat boundary.3 For simplicity, the planez
50 is assumed to be the flat boundary. The application of
approach resulting in Eq.~8! requires a complete set o
eigenfunctions for the Hamiltonian with the flat boundar
These eigenfunctions should be normalized following
same criteria as previously presented in Sec. II: they asy
totically behave as plane waves far outside the star, in
sense that they provide, far outside the star, the same p
ability and energy density as the free plane waves~solutions
without a star!: w(z52`)50. This condition is imposed
inside each Hilbert subspace with energyEP@E,E1dE#.



















where they are directly related toincomingwave packets, the
first coming from thefree vacuum and the second one fro
themattervacuum;n2 labels the negative-energy eigensta
3This problem can be understood as the consequence of zoo
on the spherical boundary, the neutrinos wavelength being m
















































A. ABADA, O. PÈNE, AND J. RODRI´GUEZ-QUINTERO PHYSICAL REVIEW D58 073001n65(6uEu,kW p ,h521); kW p stands for the projection of th
momentum on the flat boundary andh is the negative helic-
ity of standard neutrinos;Nn2 is the appropriate normaliza











. 5@kx ,ky ,2kz
.#; ~18!




.51A~ uEu2ubu!22kW p2. ~19!
The reflection coefficientsR andJ can be computed follow-
ing, for instance, the work of Gavelaet al. @16#, we findR
52J5R0aW k̂p , wherek̂p is the unitary vector in the direc
tion of the transverse momentumkW p and aW 5g








If we consider a neutrino outside the star, with fou
momentum (uEu,kW ,), it can easily be seen that foruEu2ubu
,ukW pu,uEu the matching condition generates a moment
inside the star with an imaginary componentkz
.5
1 iAkW p22(uEu2ubu)2. Thus, a plane wave far outside the s
in the abovementioned parameter range generates a da
wave inside. We have, in other words,a nonpenetrating
wave. This is a crucial fact, because the probability dens
of waves inside and outside the star will be modified in
different way. It will be seen that the nonzero result for t
weak self-energy, in both the flat and the spherical ste
boundary cases, is dominated by the effect of these non
etrating waves.
Following Gavelaet al., we can be sure that the onl
negative-energy nonpenetrating solution, onceis fixed, is
the first eigenstate of Eqs.~17!. Nevertheless, when transmi
sion occurs, both eigenstates are needed to span the w
eigenspace. It can be seen that Eq.~17! appears to be a com
plete set of eigenfunctions@16,17#.
The normalization constants are chosen such that
probability density is asymptotically equal to the free on
For a given energy this can only be achieved on average
to an oscillating term that will be considered as a negligi
local fluctuation. This normalization convention will reac
its unambiguous meaning in the next section. There,
asymptotic density of the solutions far outside the star
tuned to the one in the free vacuum. This asymptotic reg














while the star occupies a limited region. Applying then E







where G0(E,z)51, for free plane waves;G(E,z), for in-















The parameterb* is the dimensionless quantityb/uEu, and
R0* is the same functionR0 as given by Eq.~20!, expressed
in terms of the variablex5ukW pu/uEu and of the parameterb* .
It is easy to see thatR0 is a real quantity, except for the
nonpenetrating waves, the resultR0u251 being satisfied in
the latter case. It is important to insist on the fact that
local fluctuations originated by the interference of incide
and reflected waves have been neglected in both regioz
.0 andz,0. The fact that these fluctuations contribute in
negligible way can be easily seen by performing the app
priate normalization of the eigenstates in a certain box. T
contribution of the damped waves inside the star has a
been neglected. That is why we integrate only for penetra
waves to obtain the functiong(E), i.e., the reason of the
upper bound in Eq.~23!, which implies thatR0 is always real
in the RHS of Eq.~23!. The latter damped waves occupy
thin layer inside the star and are necessary to make the p
ability density on the stellar boundary continuous. A simi
effect will be discussed in the following section for th
spherical case.
In order to show the dominance of the effect of the no
penetrating waves, which is the main aim of this planar co
putation, the weak energy density~21! will be compared
with a naive estimate of the one coming from nonpenetrat
waves: integrating simply the plane wave density in the t
regions summed over all the allowed momenta in bothkz





Equation~24! results from computing separately the dens
of states in the star and in the free vacua, the eigenstate
these vacua being obtained for translationally invari
Hamiltonians, which do not generate reflection on the bou
ary. The difference betweengS(E) andg(E) is precisely due
to this neglecting of reflection. The result~24! only accounts





































FINITE-SIZE EFFECTS ON MULTIBODY NEUTRINO . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D58 073001vacuum, are not inside the star. There is an obviousne-to-
one correspondence between these eigenstates and the
for the untranslational-invariant Hamiltonian~11!, which we
called nonpenetrating waves. In Fig. 2, the functionsg(E)
andgS(E) have been plotted.
The small difference between the two curves in Fig
shows that the dominant effect of the stellar boundary com
from the nonpenetrating waves. This result will be confirm
in the next section. A few comments are in order here. Fi
the new feature in the~311!-dimensional case with respe
to the 1 1 one is that the nontrivial neutrino refraction inde
not only bends the penetrating waves and induces a re
tion, but also, beyond the limiting angle, induces total refl
tion. This well-known phenomenon, acting here on the ne
tive energy states, induces the dominant contribution to
star weak self-energy density. It must be stressed that
effect of nonpenetrating waves is utterly unrelated to a
Pauli blocking effect from the neutrino condensate inside
star. Indeed, as we have shown in the 111 case, in which the
condensate exists, its effect is precisely to equate the en
density inside the star to the one outside. On the other h
the nonpenetrating waves are reflected, not because of s
states, which are already occupied, but because they ten
occupy states that simply do not exist, with an imagina
momentum. Finally, let us insist that Eqs.~21! and ~23! im-
ply that the stellar boundary effect discovered here is a v
ume effect, i.e., it affects the energy density by an alm
constant amount in the whole volume occupied by the s
This result is rather unexpected, a stellar boundary ef
being thought to act only on the surface. Of course it re
on the hypothesis that the wave packets extend cohere
over the whole star. As will be discussed in Sec. VI, suc
hypothesis is perfectly sound for low-energy neutrinos.
V. REALISTIC STAR: SPHERICAL 3D
We study a massless neutrino in the presence of
external symmetric static electroweak potential of fin
range due to the interaction with the neutrons of the s
In order to calculate the weak self-energy*d3r xw(rW)
5*d3r (^0̂uH(0)u0̂&2^0uH0(0)u0&), which is nothing else
FIG. 2. Plots ofg(E) ~dashed line! andgS(E) ~solid line!, de-

























than the difference~8! integrated over space, we need to u
the spherical Bessel functions@18# as a basis for the solution
of the Dirac equation. The effect of the static neutrons
summarized in the spherically symmetric square-well pot
tial of depthb,0 (b;220 eV!:
V~r !5H b,0 for r<R,0 for r .R, ~25!
R being the radius of the star.
From the effective Lagrangian of Eq.~4!,
Leff5c̄@ i ]”2V~r !g0#c~r !, ~26!
the Dirac equation is
aW •pW c~rW !5@E2V~r !#c~rW !, ~27!
where
aW 5S 0 sW
sW 0
D .
Turning the kinetic energy operatoraW •pW into spherical polar
coordinates, we obtain the eigensolutions
ck,m~rW !5NS u1~r !xkm~u,f!iu2~r !x2km ~u,f!D , ~28!
where N is a normalization factor andx6k
m (u,f) are the
two-spinors@19# written in terms of the spherical harmonic
Yl




K km 12 msUS k2 12DmL Ykm~u,f!x1/2,ms















m (u,f) are eigensolutions ofJ2, Jz , L
2, and
S2, whereJW5LW 1SW , Jz , LW , andSW are, respectively, the to
tal angular momentum, its projection along thez axis, the
orbital angular momentum, and the spin angular momen

























m ~u,f!, 2J<m<1J, ~31!
uku5~1,2, . . .!, uku5J11/2.
With this notation, we can easily check that the two chiral












It then suffices to computeck
m for positive values ofk, use
Eq. ~33! for the negative values ofk, and then get the left-
chirality neutrino state using Eq.~32!. Let us from now on
write the positivek ’s as k[ l 51, 2, 3, . . . , with J5 l
21/2 @see Eq.~29!#.
The radial functionsu1,2 defined in Eq.~28! verify the
following coupled differential equations:
d




G S ru1~r !ru2~r ! D .
~34!
Now, decoupling the equations and using Eq.~25! and the
fact that the solution must be regular in the center of
core, i.e.,r→0, we get
u1~r !5a$ j l~kr !u~R2r !1@B jl~Er !1Cyl~Er !#u~r 2R!%,








B, C being integration coefficients to be fixed from th
matching condition at the surface. The factora will be jus-
tified below to guarantee the good asymptotic behavior
functionsu1,2(r ). The functionsj l and yl are the spherica
Bessel functions of the first and second kind. In the in
region, the solution can be written only in terms ofj l be-
cause the wave functions have to be regular at the origin
the yl(r)’s are not@see Eq.~51!#.
According to Eq.~8!, we are going to use only negativ
energy states and thus negative arguments for these B






l 11 j l~2r!,
yl~r!5~21!
l yl~2r!. ~37!
The solutionsu1,2 have been written in the form~35! in order
to match, up to a phase, the free solutions asr→`, where
the asymptotic behavior of the Bessel functions is
j l~r! ;
r→`
sinS r2 lp2 D Y r,
yl~r! ;
r→`
cosS r2 lp2 D Y r. ~38!
This behavior implies the one followed by our solutionsu1,2:
u1~Er ! ;
r→`
sinS Er2 p l2 1f D Y Er,
u2~Er ! ;
r→`
cosS Er2 p l2 1f D Y Er,
where f5arctan~C/B!. ~39!
Needless to say, in the absence of the star (b50), a51 and
the spherical solutions fit the free ones exactly in t
asymptotic regionr→`.
Both inner and outer solutions must join atr 5R, and this
matching fixes the coefficientsB andC as follows:
B5
j l~kR!yl 21~ER!2 j l 21~kR!yl~ER!
j l~ER!yl 21~ER!2 j l 21~ER!yl~ER!
,
C5
j l 21~kR! j l~ER!2 j l 21~ER! j l~kR!
j l~ER!yl 21~ER!2 j l 21~ER!yl~ER!
. ~40!
Finally, in order to fix the solutions definitively, we need
calculate the normalization factorN by following the
asymptotic normalization convention already introduced
the previous section: we impose the probability density to
asymptotically equal to the free one. Since we have fitteda
to make the solutions withbÞ0 coincide, up to a phase, wit
those of the free case (b50) whenr→`, we need to com-
pute N only for the free case. In the latter case,b50, a
51, the Hilbert space of spherical solutions is the one of
free plane waves@1/(2p)3#eip
W
•rW. The solutions@see Eq.
~40!# reduce to
c l
m~r !5NS j l~Er !x lm~u,f!
i j l 21~Er !x2 l
m ~u,f!
D . ~41!
Now we compute the density of these statesr(E) in
the Hilbert subspace corresponding toEP@E,E1dE#, by
summing up all the quantum numbers and the angular
grees of freedom, while keeping the left chirality and sp
fixed because we are counting the negative-energy and
handed neutrino states. This gives the probabi
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m50
`
~2m11!u j mu251, ~42!
we obtain
N5E/A2p. ~43!
Now that the solutions of the Dirac equation are known,
can calculate numericallyw(r ), which can be written fol-
lowing Eq. ~8! as @14#








where the sum is over all the degrees of freedom of
negative-energy left-handed neutrinos and where the
script (0) refers to the matter-free solutions (b50). The
integration over the angular part and the summation ovem
is direct, using Eqs.~29! and ~30!, which lead to
1
4pE dV(m x†łm~u,f!x łm~u,f!5 ~2J11!4p 5 2l4p .
~45!
The weak self-energy density @w(r )[dW/dV
5dW/4pr 2dr, W being the total weak energy andV the






2p2(l l @r l~k,r !2r l
~0!~E,r !#, ~46!
where we have defined
r l~k,r !5a
2$@ j l
2~kr !1 j l 21
2 ~kr !#u~R2r !
1„@B jl~Er !1Cyl~Er !#





~0!~E,r !5 j l
2~Er !1 j l 21
2 ~Er !, ~48!
k anda being given by Eq.~36!. We were not able to per
form the summation over all the valuesl and negative ener
gies analytically. We then use numerical computations of
Bessel functions, and use some knowledge~s e Ref.@18#!
about these functions in order to justify the truncation
these infinite summations inl , as will be explained now.
Let us define the function
f ~E,r ,l 2!5(
l 51
l 2
l @r l~k,r !2r l
~0!~E,r !#. ~49!
We have observed that forr .R and fixed values ofE and
l 2 , the result becomes rather stable fromr *R up to r @R,
while there is a sudden change when we pass the st
boundaryr 5R. When we integrate the density overr , the
main contribution to Eq.~49! comes from inside the star,r







In order to understand these results qualitatively, a f
remarks about the behavior of Bessel functions are appro
ate. The spherical Bessel functions are solutions of the
ferential equation
S d2dr2 1k22 l ~ l 11!r2 D ~r j l !50,
S d2dr2 1k22 l ~ l 11!r2 D ~ryl !50. ~50!
For r large, sayr;r0 , we may get a hint by replacing 1/r
2
by 1/r0
2 in Eq. ~50!. For k22 l ( l 11)/r0
2,0, i.e., l *ukur0 ,
the solution j l(yl) is a damped~exploding! exponential.
4
This damping~explosion! is expressed by the well-know
behavior of the spherical Bessel functionsj l and yl in the










r2~ l 11!. ~51!
For k22 l ( l 11)/r0
2.0, i.e., l &ukur0 , the solution is an os-
cillating function as expressed by the asymptotic behav
~38!.
In practice the transition between these two asympto
regimes is rather fast. In other words, the Bessel funct
j l(r) increases withr at first as a power ofr, then increases
exponentially until a transition atr5Al ( l 11) where it be-
comes an oscillating function, see Eq.~38!. Spherical Besse
functions are not so different from
j l
ap~r!5u@r2Al ~ l 11!# sinS r2 lp2 D Y r, ;r,
yl
ap~r!5u@r2Al ~ l 11!# cosS r2 lp2 D Y r,
r2Al ~ l 11!.0. ~52!
The exploding part ofyl is not described by Eq.~52!, but we
do not care since, precisely from imposing regularity at
origin, the yl ’s only contribute to our solutions outside th
star, Eq.~35!, where they are in their oscillating regime, a
can be easily checked.
In the following we will use this approximation to gues
the results and we will check numerically these guesses
estimate the corrections to these approximations. Suc
strategy is necessary since we are totally unable to calcu
numerically with the realistic value ofubuR, which is of the
order of ;1012. This would need computing up to angula
4This damping of j l expresses the semiclassical fact thatl;

























A. ABADA, O. PÈNE, AND J. RODRI´GUEZ-QUINTERO PHYSICAL REVIEW D58 073001momenta larger than 1012. In practice we have modestly lim
ited ourselves toubuR.10 anduEu/b going up to.100. It is
then mandatory to get a qualitative understanding of the
sults to be able to extrapolate them to the realistic valu
Before going further, it is worth remarking that the functio
j l
ap defined in Eq.~52! verifies the saturation relation~42! at
leading order in 1/(ukur ).
From Eq.~52! it seems that the summations onl may be
truncated atl *uEur . In order to check this conjecture w
will use the free case in which we know the exact solutio
For the plane waves, the energy densitywp due to left-
handed negative-energy neutrinos is









as can be directly computed from the plane wave functio
and also via the definition ofr l
(0) in Eq. ~48! with the help of
relation~42!. The integration overE in Eqs.~46! and~53! is
of course divergent. We will come to this ultraviolet proble

























in order to see the convergence of the summation. It is c
firmed that the summation( l 51
l 2 lr l
(0)(E,r ) is already very
close to its limit 1 as soon asl 2.uEu R. This can be seen in
Fig. 3, where we have plotted the absolute values of E
FIG. 3. udG/dEu in Eq. ~55! as a function of the energy ex
pressed in units ofubu. The summation onl goes from 1 to the
value indicated on the figure,r is integrated between 0 andR ~the
radius R of the star has been fixed to 10ub21u). The bold line






~54! and ~55!. We have also checked that the summation
Eq. ~49! saturates whenuEu r , l 2 .
The numerical computations show that, Eq. ~36!, is







This result may be understood by the following argume
Using the approximation~52!, the waves that do not vanis
inside the star near the stellar boundary have the form o
sine divided by (kR). The corresponding ones, outside t
star, are a combination of a sine and a cosine divided
(ER). Taking the trigonometric functions to be of the sam
size on average, an obvious factor ofa.a t5uk/Eu is needed
for the matching atR of the inside waves and the outsid
ones. Interestingly enough, this result leads, combined w
~42!, i.e., summing over all angular momenta, to an avera
energy density inside the star of
E~E2b!2/~2p2!, ~57!
which is the energy multiplying the plane wave probabil
density, see Eq.~53!, but for a plane wave shifted by th
potentialb. This is reminiscent of Eq.~24!.
The validity of Eq. ~56! is shown in Fig. 4, where we
comparea to a t for different values of the energy and th
parameterl . We can see on this figure that22a t
2 is negli-
gible in average, as long as the momentuml verifies l !uE
2bu R.
At this point, we now have a ‘‘naive’’ or ‘‘crude’’ for-
mula for w(r ):
wcrude~r ![E dE E2p2@~E2b!22E2#u~R2r !. ~58!
FIG. 4. a22a t
2 @see Eqs.~56! and ~36!# as a function ofl , for






























FINITE-SIZE EFFECTS ON MULTIBODY NEUTRINO . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D58 073001Of course, this is a first approximation, the same as the
we obtained in the flat case~see Sec. IV! from the function
gS(E), Eq. ~24!.
The reason for this agreement between the flat case
the spherical one is easy to understand physically. It is
lated to the nonpenetrating waves. Let us first consider
waves withl ,uE2bu R. We have already argued that the
are trigonometric functions divided byuE2bu R (uEu R)
inside ~outside! the star. They are matched on the stel
boundary. From that matching itself and their oscillating b
havior, their density has to match up to a large distance fr
the boundary. A different and crucial effect comes from t
angular momenta
u~E2b!uR, l ,uEuR. ~59!
In the trigonometric regime these waves are functions
vided by uEu R outside, while inside they are in the fa
decreasing regime. The matching adjusts them forr 5R, but,
as r decreases inside the star, they fall very fast. Essent
they are nonpenetrating waves exactly analogous to the
with uE2bu,kp,uEu in the previous section. Indeed, sinc
LW .rW3kW , and noticing that the radial vector being perpe
dicular to the surface, its cross product withkW is parallel to
the surface, it becomes obvious that the inequalityuE2bu
,kp,uEu is equivalent to Eq.~59!. We have thus seen qual
tatively, and checked numerically, that the dominant con
bution tow( rW) is due to nonpenetrating waves in the sphe
cal case as well as in the planar case.
The numerical check consisted in the following steps.










l @r l~k,r !2r l
~0!~E,r !#,
~60!








In Fig. 5, we have plotted Eq.~60! as a function of the
energy for several values ofl 2 and compared with Eq.~61!.
The integration over in Eq. ~60! has been done from 0 t
r max53R. This figure confirms that, as long asuEu R, l 2 ,
there is no sizeable difference between the exact result~60!
and the ‘‘crude’’ one~61!. For higher values ofuEu R, we
must increasel 2 in order to take all the contributions int
account.
After that, in order to check the corrections to our E

































2!l @ j l










l „a2$@B jl~Er !1Cyl~Er !#
2
1@B jl 21~Er !1Cyl 21~Er !#
2%2r~0!~E,r !…
3u~r 2R!. ~64!
Here, we are subtracting from the exact formula the ‘‘crud
one, expanded in Bessel functions with the help of the c
stant factora t . Indeed, from the plane wave expansion~53!
and the definition ofa t
2 Eq. ~56!, it is obvious that the term
proportional toa t
2 in Eq. ~64! sums up to the one propor
tional toE(E2b)2 in Eq. ~61! and that the term proportiona
to E3 cancels the sum of the termsr l
(0) . We have expanded
the ‘‘crude’’ contribution into Bessel functions in order t
minimize the error due to the truncation of the sum.





























FIG. 5. udW/dEu in Eq. ~60! as a function of the energy ex
pressed in units ofubu. The summation onl goes from 1 to the
value indicated in the figure,r is integrated between 0 andr max
530 ub21u ~the radius of the star has been fixed to 10ub21u). The





















A. ABADA, O. PÈNE, AND J. RODRI´GUEZ-QUINTERO PHYSICAL REVIEW D58 073001we compare in Fig. 6 Eqs.~60! and ~65!. We can see from
the figure that the correction to our naive formula~58! is
relatively small and better for larger energies.5








which means that our crude estimate is an underestim
~overestimate! of the probability density inside~outside! the
star. This fact is due to the tendency of the exact solution
provide a continuous matching on the stellar boundary, w
our ‘‘crude’’ formula has a jump. We shall discuss this
more detail. Moreover, we have found that this overestim
and underestimate approximately cancel as can be seen
Fig. 7. Note that in this figure the summation overl goes to
l 2580, the fluctuations that we see forE,28ubu are due to
the truncation in the sum overl when uEu R.80.
Let us look in more detail into how the sudden jump
our naive formula~58! when crossing the boundary of th
star is smoothed down into the exact result. There mus
some layer in which the transition takes place. As we h
already claimed, this layer is dominated by the functions
the domain of Eq.~59!. The width of the stellar boundar
effect depends directly on the speed of the falling down
the Bessel functions in Eq.~59!. If we use the fact that forl
high enough, the spherical Bessel functions behave as (ukur ) l
5The falling down of the dashed line in Fig. 6 forE,28ubu is a
truncation artifact.
FIG. 6. The dashed line representsudW/dEu in Eq. ~60! and the
solid line udD/dEu in Eq. ~65!. They are functions of the energ
expressed in units ofubu. The summation overl was done from 1 to










@see Eq.~51!#, we can try an estimate of the boundary effe
which gives the correction to our ‘‘naive’’ Eq.~58!. The
mean value ofl inside the domain~59! is
l mean5RUS E2 b2D U. ~67!
If we suppose that half of the jump occurs atr 5R2&R in
the interior of the star and the other half outsider 5R1














u~r 2R!G , ~68!
which will have the role of smoothing the jump in our naiv
approximation formula Eq.~58!.
In order to confirm this effect, we have compared in F
8, for different values of the energy,dS/dE with dd/dE.
In Fig. 8, we can see the agreement between the RH
Eqs.~68! and~62!, except forE such thatuEu R* l 2 , where
the truncation effects are important.
To have an estimate of the widthd in which the ‘‘join-
ing’’ occurs, it suffices to write
S rRD
l mean
5expF l meanlogS rRD G ;
definingd such that the probability decreases by a factor
1/e, we get
FIG. 7. The horizontal axis represents the energy in units ofubu.
The summation overl has been performed from 1 to 80. ForE
.8 b, the positive curve represents@Eq. ~65!# the contributions
dDout /dE of the exterior of the star, the negative curve the con
butions dD in /dE of the interior. For the exterior contribution,r
have been integrated fromR to 3R, the star radiusR being fixed to
R510ub21u. An accurate cancellation of both pieces is seen. T
oscillation seen forE,8b is due to the truncation artifact.1-12
.
FINITE-SIZE EFFECTS ON MULTIBODY NEUTRINO . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D58 073001FIG. 8. The dashed line representsdS/dE in Eq. ~68! and the solid linedd/dE in Eq. ~62!, as functions of the positionr , in units ofub21u
~the radius of the star has been fixed toR510 ub21u) for different values of the energy. The summation overl has been done from 1 to 80





























From Fig. 8, we can easily see that the largeruEu is, the
narrower the width of the joining layer is. This is clear
seen in Fig. 8~a! while in 8~b!, beyondE58b, the truncation
effect comes into play, sinceuEu R* l 2580.
VI. DISCUSSION
We now have a qualitative understanding of the domin
contribution to the star mass correction due to the neut
exchange. It does not vanish when we consider the real
(311)-dimensional star, because of a stellar boundary ef
proportional to the volume of the star. It is ultraviolet dive
gent and we have to get some understanding of the ultra
let cutoff C. This cutoff corresponds to the limit up to whic
our theory describes, to a good approximation, the exact
The dominant contribution@see Eq.~58!# wcrude(r ) to the












This result presents the unexpected feature of being odd ib,
while in the perturbative calculation the contributions w
an odd number of neutrons vanish exactly, resulting in a t
energy even6 in b. It is worth noticing that had we starte
6We are indebted to Ken Kiers and Michel Tytgat for havi







from the symmetrized expression for the vacuum loop E











The effective Lagrangian~4! is valid only under the as-
sumption that the neutrons are approximately static. T
breaks down, of course, for an energy scale of, say,C
;100 MeV. Beyond that scale, the neutrons feel the recoi
the scattering. Not far above, one encounters the scal
confinement in QCD;1 GeV, and the interaction starts t
‘‘see’’ the substructure of quarks and gluons.
At about the same scale,C;1/r c , wherer c.0.5 fm, as
noticed by Fischbach@7#, a repulsive core prevents the ne
tron from ‘‘piling up’’ in space. In the same range, the a
erage distance between neutrons 1/C5nn
21/3;1 fm (nn is
the neutron density in the neutron star,nn.0.4 fm23) is the
inverse of an ultraviolet cutoff since, for smaller distanc
our picture of an homogeneous background of neutr
breaks down: the neutrino ‘‘see’’ individual neutrons in
vacuum that is the standard vacuum. All these cutoffs are
the same order of magnitude. Choosing the latter,C5nn
1/3









.1028mn per neutron, ~72!
mn being the neutron mass, which means aninteraction en-
ergy eight orders of magnitude below the neutron mass,









































































.210215mn per neutron. ~73!
We have not yet managed to understand theoretically
relation between the results~72! and~73!. They are derived,
respectively, from Eqs.~8! and~9!. On the one hand, Eq.~9!
leads to a result even inb, as does the perturbative expa
sion; on the other hand, taking the negative energies for
vacuum seems more physical to us. It should also be n
that Eq.~9! is equivalent in Fourier space@see Eq.~10!# to
averaging the complex integration closed in both the up
and in the lower half planes. The issue is clearly related
the ultraviolet regularization. Indeed, subtracting Eq.~9!
from Eq. ~8! and using the closure theorem, it is easy







where the vanishing occurs since we derive on time a tim
independent quantity. Once regularized by an ultraviolet c
off so that 2C,E,C as in Eqs.~70! and ~71!, w(x)
2wsym(x) is not zero. We therefore conclude that the diffe
ence between Eqs.~72! and~73! is related to different ultra-
violet regularizations. At this point we prefer to present bo
results, while studying the issue further.
Another argument leads to a reduction of the estim
~72!. Indeed, throughout this paper we have considered
tionary eigenstates of the Hamiltonian that extend over
space, such as plane waves. The use of such extended w
contains the implicit assumption that the neutrino wa
packets extend over the whole star and far beyond. In o
words our solutions know about the whole star and its s
roundings. This is perfectly legitimate for low-energy neut
nos, since their mean free path is much larger than the ra
of the star. This means that they feel the coherent inte
tions from the neutrons as expressed by the effective
grangian~4!, but they do not experience incoherent scatt
ing with the neutrons of the star.
A rough estimate of the neutrino cross section with n
trons iss;En
2GF
2 , whereGF is the Fermi constant andEn









.S 0.5 MeVEn D
2
km
.S 100 keVEn D
2
25 km, ~75!
wherenn is the neutron density in the star. This means t
for an energy of 100 keV, the mean free path is;25 km, of
the order of the star radius. Let us call this auxiliary ultr
violet cutoff c(c.100 keV).
We now decompose the integral on the negative ene
modes in two parts. ForuEnu,c we use formula~70!. For























argue that the wave packets must have a size of the orde
the mean free path. Therefore the ‘‘knowledge’’ of the stel
boundary effects extends inside the star on a distance o
order ofl from the boundary. A neutrino deeper in the st
does not feel the stellar boundary, we are back to the si
tion of an infinite star@4# where we had a vanishing resul
The nonzero contribution comes only from a thin regi
around the stellar boundary of widthl. Instead ofR3 in Eq.
~70!, we takeR2l.(c/En)2R3 @using the 1/En
2 law in Eq.
~75! and the fact that forc5uEnu, we havel.R]. We thus


















Sincec/C;1023, we get an average estimate for the e
ergy per volume still six orders of magnitude below the
sult of Eq.~72!, i.e.,
;10214mn per neutron. ~77!
Finally it should be remarked that throughout this wo
we have been solving a stationary problem. This means
we have assumed the star, and also the neutrino states i
it, have reached equilibrium status. It is well known that t
stars evolve during their life; we thus have implicitly a
sumed an adiabatic adjustment of the neutrino states. S
the star evolution is slow and since neutrino motion ins
them has the velocity of light, this seems to us a reasona
assumption. Some further study might still be necessary.
have also assumed a zero temperature for the neutrinos,
we believe that their interaction is too small for them
thermalize.
VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In order to settle definitively the question of the stabili
of a neutron star, the multibody exchange of massless n
trinos has been computed analytically and numerically fo
finite star. The effect of a stellar boundary is twofold. First
induces in a natural way the neutrino condensate as pro
in Ref. @10#. The latter condensate does not produce a
neutrino exchange interaction energy in the simplified
11)-dimensional case and we find it to be negligible in t
realistic (311)-dimensional case.
The second effect of the stellar boundary is that the n
trino zero point energy inside the star differs from the ou
one because of negative-energy waves that cannot pene
inside the star, being beyond the limiting refraction ind
at the boundary. This contribution is proportional to t
volume of the star, but it is still tiny (1028–10213
GeV per neutron), completely negligible in comparis
with the neutron mass. We find no infrared divergences
the full nonperturbative result, which would have neces




















































































FINITE-SIZE EFFECTS ON MULTIBODY NEUTRINO . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D58 073001The general conclusion of this work is that the neutri
does not need to be massive to ensure the stability of a
tron star. This is in agreement with recent works~com-
mented below! by Kachelriess@5# and by Kiers and Tytga
@6#. There is no catastrophic effect due to the multibo
massless neutrino exchange. As already stated in Refs@4#
and @10#, this catastrophic result claimed in Ref.@7# is only
due to an attempt to sum up the perturbative series outsid
radius of convergence.
While finishing this paper, a paper by Kiers and Tytg
@6# appeared. They accept the point of view developed
Ref. @4# for an infinite star and try, as we do, to solve t
problem of a finite star. Their starting goal is, as ours,
compute the density in Eq.~8!. They use a clever techniqu
based on quantizing in a large sphere and expressing
vacuum energy density in terms of the phase shifts. T
first study analytically the unphysical but illustrative case
smallbR and then numerically the largebR case. They show
that the perturbative series in the manner of Fischbach
ready breaks down as early asbR.p ~for the neutron star,
bR;1012) while the nonperturbative calculation gives
negligible result, a conclusion which we fully share. One
difference between their result and ours is that they fin
relation between the energy density of the neutron star
that of the neutrino condensate. We find on the contrary
the result is mainly due to nonpenetrating negative-ene
waves, which are not related to the condensate. We have
yet manage to understand the reason for this discrepanc
might be related to different UV-regularization methods.
Kachelriess@5# also agrees with us about Fischbach
‘‘catastrophic’’ result. He computed the total weak se
energy for an infinite neutron star following the Schwing
method by using the neutrino propagator in moment
space, as we did in Ref.@4#. He obtained a nonzero wea
self-energy without taking into account the neutrino sea
fects. As we acknowledged in Sec. IV and in Ref.@10#, a
minor mistake was made in Ref.@4#: the contribution of a
pole had been forgotten in the calculation. Once this mist
is corrected, we agree with Kachelriess about the result w
neglecting the neutrino sea. He attributed the discrepanc
the fact that we took the limit (y→x) before integrating over
the whole space to obtain the total weak self-energy@see Eq.
~6!#. We do not agree with this conjecture about the discr
ancy, first because, as we just mentioned, the forgotten
removes the discrepancy, second because we have ve
that our previous UV regularization makes thex→y limit
regular. Finally, from our analysis of finite stars@10#, we
insist that the condensate has to be taken into account
amazingly, it exactly cancels the forgotten pole contributi
resulting finally inw(xW )50 for an infinite star.
A few weeks later, Fischbach and Woodahl@20# repeated
Fischbach’s original claim and used the same expansion
der by order, in the number of neutrons, i.e., equivalently
perturbation in the parameterbR. Astonishingly enough,





























this series is simply divergent, but that the total result may
computed directly by the effective Lagrangian techniqu
They argued that our nonperturbative calculation encoun
cancellations because, in the effective approach, the neu
medium is assumed by us to be a continuous background
course, treating the neutron medium as a homogeneous
tinuum medium is an approximation in the manner
Hartree–Fock, and it should be corrected in the ultraviolet
taking into account the correlation between neutrons. Thi
precisely one of the reasons why we considered that a na
ultraviolet cutoff was the energy scale of a few MeV. Th
authors of Ref.@7# take the size of the neutron hard core
an ultraviolet cutoff. Why not, although many other ultravi
let effects arise at the same scale of a few 100 MeV:
neutron recoil, the quark and gluon content of the neutr
without forgetting the incoherent neutrino-neutron scatter
discussed in the previous section. However, these ultravi
effects will not at all modify the analysis of the infrare
catastrophe advocated by Fischbach and denied by us.
authors of Ref.@20# seem to imply that we have added som
unjustified assumption in our work. The truth is, on the co
trary, we have assumed nothing that they did not assu
themselves, such as the static neutron assumption, bu
have not assumed, as they do, that a neutron is not allowe
interact more than once, neither did we make the dra
approximations that appear in their work at high order
perturbation. The effective Lagrangian approach allows u
compute exactly, in a simple manner, and with fewer
sumptions than the perturbative expansion approach.
The authors of Ref. @20# criticize our recent
(111)-dimensional toy calculation@10# arguing that the
critical parameterbR is much smaller than 1 in (11) di-
mensions. However, they did not notice that o
(111)-dimensional result is absolutely exact, independ
of the parameterbR, which, incidentally, we have taken t
be large.
To finish, we feel it necessary to insist that the main iss
is the failure of the perturbative expansion, which is infrar
divergent. Happily one can be spared of this difficulty than
to the effective action technique. Once this point is und
stood, the different analyses all agree, notwithstanding m
discrepancies, that although the massless neutrino exch
between fermions is a long-range interaction, it does not g
any significant contribution to the total energy of a neutr
star, finite or infinite.
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